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FM: 30 

a. Describe porter's values chain. Why procurement is treated as a supporting activity in this model? 
b. What is a business process? Give examples of an intra-organizational and an inter-organizational business process. 
c. Why selection of a good business model is important for any e-commerce organization? Describe and give 

examples of brokerage and merchant model. 
d. Describe major activities of an information system. Give examples of four types of information systems and relate 

them to different levels of management. 
e. What are the typical functionalities offered by finance and accounts module of an ERP system? 
f. Compare contract pricing with catalogue based sourcing solution in e-procurement setting. 
g. There are two dimensions for supply chain collaboration. Consequently there are four types of collaboration 

models. Name them and list the type of information needed to be shared in each case. 
h. Describe the packet transfer process on the Internet using TCPIIP protocol. 
1. What does a digital certificate contain? Describe the need of a digital certificate in TLS protocol? 
j. Why TLS protocol is not suitable for credit card transaction? 
k. Describe extended access log format. Can this data depict true customer navigation behavior in a )Vebsite? What 

are the other ways to capture more realistic data? 
1. What is denial of service attack on a Web server? 

Question 2 (15) 

a. Consider the client server interaction diagram of an online store. We make the diagram simple by broadly 
classifying the pages into two classes: static html pages and dynamic pages with database connectivity. One of the 
pages with database connectivity is for payment. Each page whether static or dynamic connects to an advertisement 
server for getting a banner ad. This server takes 2 msec to process a request. The payments are done through a trusted 
third party (TTP) credit card processing service. The payment page is hosted in the TTP's server. The customers are 
redirected from the retailer's server to the TTP's server for payment and redirected back to the retailer's server after 
the payment is processed. The TTP collects the credit card details from the client, sends it to the card processing 
center for verification, gets the verification details and provides the details to the store over secure connection. The 
average processing time at the TIP's server is 50 msec including the request to and response from the card processing 

center. 

RS: Retailer Server 
AS: Add server 
DS: Database server 
PS: Payment server 

0.1 

CSID of the retailer's website 

Analysis of the server log reveals that, 90% requests are for the pages with database connectivity, out of this only 
0.01% of the requests are for payment. The average processing time at the retailer's server is 0.002 sec. Average disk 
access time at the database server is 0.01 sec. Average delay for one RTT over the Internet is 0.0018 sec. 



i. As shown in the CSTD, there are three different paths of a client's request. Identify the bottleneck resource in 
each path. 
ii. What is the average response time by a user accessing the product catalogue (a page with database 
connectivity), a user accessing company profile (a static page) and a user buying from the site (connecting to 
payment server). 
iii. Calculate the ·average throughput of the retailer's server. 
iv. If the company decides to replace the slow database server with a faster one with average access time 0.001 
sec, how will it affect the system throughput? 

b. In order to find performance of their ecommerce server a company collects the following observation from the log 
file. During an hour of observation period, the total 36, 000 requests are maoe to the server. On an average 30 ms is 
required to process each request at the web server. Use a single server queuing model to calCulate the server utilization 
and average response time. For an upcoming yearly discount season the almost five times more requests are expected 
per hour. Do you think the capacity of the server is enough to handle the load? 

c. The ABC toy company wants to host few dynamic pages over a secure TLS connection to manage its distribution 
network online. Average size of these pages is 16,000 bytes. Find out the service time at the client and the server 
machines for these pages. 
Assume the following for the implementation ofTLS 

• A key size of I 024 bit for PK operations 

• Time to verify server certificate at client side = 7 ms 

• Time to encrypt master secretes with server's public key= 5 ms 

• Time to decrypt master secretes with server's private key= 50 ms 

• Bulk encryption key generation from the master secretes= 0.1 ms 

• Bulk encryption by DES algorithm at the rate of rate 40 Mbps 

• Message generation and verification by MDS algorithm at the rate of I 80 Mbp 

(Make suitable assumptions in case of missing data) 




